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Welcome to your Walk to School edition of
WALK, TALK, THINK
A generation ago, 70% of primary school children walked to school, now
it’s dropped to around half. Why does this matter?
Firstly, we’re facing a growing health crisis caused by a lack of physical
activity. Walking to school provides a vital boost to daily exercise.
The school run accounts for a fifth of morning peak motor traffic, so more people walking
can have a positive effect on local road congestion, safety and pollution.
And as a regular journey, the walk to school affects many lives. It’s a chance for families
to spend quality time together, whilst improving their health and wellbeing too.
Living Streets has shown that with the right support, people will switch to walking
to school. By creating a culture in the school and tangible improvements to
the walking environment, this change will stick.
The UK Government has set a target to increase the number of
children aged 5-10 walking to school to 55% by 2025. The
2017 National Travel Survey reported an increase from 48%
to 53%. Whilst we must treat short-term data carefully, we
hope it’s the start of a resurgence in walking to school that
we’re proud to be a part of.
Best wishes and happy walking,
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WHY WE WOW
Fewer children walk to school today compared to a generation ago. WOW –
our year-round walk to school challenge is helping reverse this decline.

W

OW rewards pupils who travel actively
to school with a monthly badge,
designed by pupils in our annual design
competition. Children log their journeys on
the interactive, online WOW Travel Tracker
which allows the school to easily monitor and
evaluate WOW’s impact.
After just five weeks of taking part in WOW,
23% more children, on average, walk to
school and there is a corresponding drop
in car use, resulting in reduced congestion
and increased feelings of safety. This makes
the streets around the school a happier and
healthier place.
WOW sees pupils arriving
to school fit, refreshed
and ready to learn. It’s
an easy way for children
to get more active –
which is important
when just one in five
children is achieving the
recommended amount of daily
physical activity. The all-inclusive nature of
WOW means that everyone can take part.
Schools are now able to fund the WOW
resources using their recently doubled
PE and Sport Premium.
WOW is a cost-effective, educational
and enjoyable way of encouraging children
to walk to school. Since the start of this
academic year, 83% of all trips logged on
the WOW Travel Tracker have been active
and participating pupils earned an incredible
75,909 badges across September and
October alone.

Why do we need programmes like
WOW to support more children to walk?
It might seem like a valid question. But for
schools, such as Percy Main Primary,
WOW works.
Percy Main is a vibrant school on the edge
of North Shields. Up until September 2016,
the school had been participating in WOW for
four years and of their 214 pupils, 196 of them
were walking to school. Due to a change in
funding, the school chose to take a break
from WOW. This resulted in the number of
pupils walking to school dropping to just 124,
prompting the school to very quickly get back
on board with WOW. Since restarting the
scheme they have seen the number of pupils
walking to school rise again.
There are many factors that influence
school travel and we know from our project
evidence how successful WOW is in increasing
walking rates in the schools we work with.
We’re now working with the Department
for Transport to take this further, including
having the WOW Travel Tracker named as
a performance measure in the Cycling and
Walking Investment Strategy, specifically to
identify local impact and to make the case
for more widespread investment into such
behaviour change interventions.
Sarah Ellis is our
Development Coordinator,
she helps new schools and
local authorities get started
with WOW.
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IMPROVING THE
WALK TO SCHOOL
WOW is just one tool when it comes to helping more children walk to
school; it’s also about creating a safe and attractive walking environment.

F

rom our work in schools across the UK,
we know there are many reasons families
don’t feel they’re able to walk to school.
It might be because of time constraints,
catchment areas or their perception of
safety around the school gates. Breaking
down these barriers to walking and making
changes to the physical environment is vital
when it comes to increasing the number of
children walking to school.
At a national level, there needs to
be sustained investment in successful
behaviour change initiatives, alongside other
measures to reduce vehicle dominance
and make streets safer. This needs to be
complemented at a local level with work to
create safe walking routes to encourage
more people out of their cars. Here are
some of the ways we’ve been doing just that
across the UK.

School Route Audits
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To be able to encourage more families to
walk to school, first we have to find out why
they’re not already walking. Our School
Route Audits see a Living Streets Coordinator
assess the school’s surrounding streets with
a small group of pupils to identify localised
issues impacting on the school run.
For Abbotswood Primary School in
Yate, a School Route Audit identified high
volumes of traffic, inconsiderate parking

Pupils take part in School Route Audits

and speeding. From the findings, we
made recommendations to the school
and local council on how to improve the
walking environment. Knowing the school’s
individual requirements meant we were able
to tailor a solution that worked for them.
The school has since seen a reduction in
congestion and a 74% reduction in pupils
being driven to school.

School street closures
From our research and work in schools, we
know that parents find chaos outside the
school gates a great worry. This barrier to
walking is removed when school streets are
closed to cars during peak hours, allowing
children to walk the last part of their journey
without being surrounded by traffic.
St Joseph’s Primary School is situated
on a small road with narrow pavements in
London’s Covent Garden. There had been
several near misses and an incident of a
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pupil actually being hit - ‘an accident waiting
to happen’ according to a school governor.
Camden Council decided to improve the
safety of St Joseph’s pupils and families on
the walk to school by temporarily closing the
school street to vehicles at drop off and pick
up times. Living Streets was running WOW
at the school so it made sense for us to also
assist Camden Council’s public consultation
with the residents and businesses.
People saw the overall benefits to the
safety of the pupils and low impact on other
users due to the short time frames of the
road closures. There was a positive impact
on the school community and the road itself.

“You can see the real benefits of
people walking to school in a safer
and calmer environment”
Cllr Phil Jones, Camden Council

Park and Stride can help more families walk to school

Park and Stride
For families who live too far away from the
school to walk the whole way or for those
who have to drive on elsewhere after the
school drop off, encouraging them to park
a short distance away still helps reduce the
number of cars around the school gates
and allows children to get active for part of
their journey. Families perceive school streets
as being safer when there are fewer cars
and can also be encouraged to walk the
whole way.

Wansdyke Primary School in Bristol is on a
cul-de-sac which was getting very congested
because of the school run. The school was
taking part in WOW and spoke with their
Living Streets Coordinator to see what else
could be done. Living Streets helped set up
a formal Park and Stride scheme thanks to
a local pub donating their car park. Walking
rates increased by an incredible 58%.

20mph

20mph limits help families feel safer

Slower speed limits make us all feel safer
walking and the walk to school is no different.
In fact, Living Streets research last year
showed that 58% of parents say that vehicles
driving too quickly outside the school gates
is their greatest worry when it comes to the
school run.
The City of Edinburgh led the way in
Scotland by rolling out 20mph speed limits
city-wide. Edinburgh’s project covers nearly
every school, residential and shopping street,
building on evidence from a neighbourhood
pilot and city-wide survey showing public
support for such a measure.
The success of the pilot has meant that
next year, all urban areas of Edinburgh will
have 20mph zones across most of their
streets – resulting in more attractive places
for everyone to walk.
Russell Cave is based in North
Lincolnshire and has been
helping to get more children
walking to school with Living
Streets since 2010.
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A DAY IN THE LIFE
OF … A LIVING
STREETS LOCAL
GROUP

WALKIE SNAPS

Rukeya Lothian is from our Leeds
Local Group.

Why did you set up a local
group?

I live in an area which should be a
joy to walk around and yet walking
can be a real hassle.
Walking with a pushchair,
I began to notice every step and
high kerb. I was really restricted as to where
I could go. Plus, there are air quality issues;
you don’t need a scientist to confirm that
(although they have!).
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What would you like your group to do?
Living Streets has linked me up with another
motivated supporter and we’re planning street
audits with the local community.
We want to be innovative and come up
with ideas for small modifications to street
infrastructure that could make a big and
immediate improvement, as well as more
ambitious plans that may take longer.
I want to see practical changes that will benefit
my two young children now, not when the local
authority’s 20 year plan comes to fruition.
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To find out more about joining or setting
up a local group, contact Aisha Hannibal.
Aisha has recently joined Living Streets as
our Local Engagement Coordinator and is
providing our strong network of campaign
groups with the support and resources they
need to be a powerful voice for change in
their communities.
aisha.hannibal@livingstreets.org.uk
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Supporting National Clean Air Day across the country
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WHY OXFORD
One of the latest authorities to sign up to WOW tells us why they
want more children walking to school.

C

ouncils are often faced with a host of
different objectives – and it’s no different
for us at Oxfordshire County Council. When
it came to our varying health and transport
priorities, rather than tackle them separately
within our own departments – we took a
collaborative approach to see if there was
one solution to our individual challenges.
And that’s where WOW came in.
Building upon work done by colleagues
in transport and schools teams, the
public health team led the funding and
implementation of WOW.

What WOW could do for us
Oxfordshire County Council is committed to
improving the health and wellbeing of all our
primary school children and their families.
To ensure we do this, we feed into a series
of shared objectives agreed by Oxfordshire’s
Health and Wellbeing Board, including:
 ll children have a healthy start in life and
A
stay healthy into adulthood;
Narrowing the gap for our most;
disadvantaged and vulnerable groups;
Raising achievement for all children and
young people;
Preventing chronic disease through
tackling obesity.
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WOW contributes to all of these priorities. By
encouraging the walk to school, we’re giving
children a better start in life by helping them
be active every day. Medical experts advise
that children are active for at least 60 minutes
a day to stay fit and maintain a healthy
weight. We know that the walk to school is
a great time for children to fit more active
minutes into their day, helping to reduce the
proportion of overweight and obese children.
We also hope that more children walking to
school will bring with it the additional benefits
that occur when people are more physically
active, including improved mental wellbeing,
behaviour and academic performance.
The walk to school also helps children
get used to building a walk into their day, a
habit they can take through into adulthood to
ensure they stay healthy in later life, too.
On top of the health benefits, WOW
also helps us meet some of the goals
of ‘Connecting Oxfordshire’, our Local
Transport Plan:
 o reduce emissions, enhance air quality
T
and support the transition to a low carbon
economy;
To protect and enhance Oxfordshire’s
environment and improve quality of
life (including public health, safety and
individual wellbeing).
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DSHIRE WOW
With WOW ticking a lot of our
boxes, it came to deciding
how to fund it. We were able to
secure funding for at least 20
schools across the council –
fully funding WOW for the first
year. From year two onwards
we are encouraging schools
to use a small proportion of
their PE and Sport Premium
funding to self-fund the WOW
programme. The Government
recently doubled the PE
WOW is helping more children in Oxfordshire to walk to school
and Sport Premium funding for
schools and emphasised in the guidance for
Some schools seem to already be showing a
how the money should be spent that active
significant improvement in walking rates and
travel is an effective way to “embed physical
corresponding reduction in the proportion of
activity into the school day”.
children arriving by car.
Last term, walking increased from 47%
to 54% of trips for pupils across Oxfordshire.
Is WOW working?
Car trips right up to the school gates almost
The WOW Travel Tracker records all modes
halved, falling from 31% to 16% of trips,
of travel and gives us valuable insights into
while park and stride more than doubled,
each school’s travel habits. This will make it
from 7% to 15%.
easy for us to report throughout the project
To us, it makes total sense that active
on how well WOW is helping us meet the
travel programmes are embraced across our
priorities it’s intended to.
organisation. We look forward to seeing the
WOW has been easy for schools to adapt
complete data set once the year is up and
to which we hope will encourage them to
seeing what a difference WOW has made to
continue once the initial three-year period
families and communities across Oxfordshire.
comes to an end.
“The children love signing in every
morning and the system runs itself. The
teachers have not actually had to do
anything apart from load the homepage
up every morning.”
Willocroft Community School

Richard Kuziara is
Health Improvement
Practitioner in the Public
Health team at Oxfordshire
County Council.
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PUTTING WALKING ON THE MAP
How we’re raising awareness of key walking issues and campaigning to inspire others.

Building walking back into our
everyday lives

L
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iving Streets wants walking to be front and
centre of strategies to get people moving
more. Last year, we gave evidence to a
consultation on how to encourage physical
activity in the built environment.
The consultation was launched by
the National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE). NICE provides national
guidance and advice to improve health and
social care. The draft guidelines include ways
of making the built environment safe and
enjoyable for walking.
To develop their guidelines, NICE seeks
testimony from experts in a variety of fields and
that’s where we come in.
We presented evidence of which changes
and features are crucial to enable people to
walk more. Our research shows that older
people and those with disabilities in particular
would be more likely to walk more if there were
some simple interventions.
These issues are important to many of our
supporters, which is why we are proud that
NICE included many of our recommendations
in its guidelines. Consistent use of tactile
paving, enforcement of pavement parking
bans, pavement maintenance, and
eliminating street clutter were all recognised
as important in encouraging walking. NICE
also recommended accessibility and comfort
improvements to public space, designing our
streets for people, not vehicles.
NICE guidelines are considered the
gold-standard in evidence-led policy. We’re
encouraging all our campaigners to use the
updated guidelines to advocate for better
streets where they are.

Stop stalling on pavement parking
Living Streets, Guide Dogs and the Local
Government Association (LGA) wrote to
Jesse Norman MP, Parliamentary Under
Secretary of State for the Department for
Transport, urging him to prohibit pavement
parking across England and Wales after
years of inaction from the Government.
In the letter, we highlighted the danger
pavement parking poses to vulnerable
pedestrians as they’re forced into the road and
into oncoming traffic.
Pavement parking is currently banned
in London. In 2015 Simon Hoare MP
tabled a Private Members’ Bill to extend
a ban across England and Wales unless
specifically exempted. The Bill was withdrawn
in December 2015 when the Government
promised to review current legislation and
assess the implications of changing it. To date,
this review has not taken place.
After a roundtable event in March 2016,
the commitment to undertake research
into addressing pavement parking was
downgraded into a survey of traffic regulation
orders (TROs).
Our letter to Jesse Norman asked for
confirmation that planning for the best
solution to tackle problem pavement parking
is well underway. The research itself should
start at the earliest possible date and a firm
commitment to a timescale for the TRO review.
We’ll be sure to keep you posted.
Holly Smith is a Charityworks
graduate trainee at Living
Streets, with experience
in policy, fundraising and
programme design placements.
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WORD ON THE STREET
@BHinfants
We had a visit from Strider and
Catherine to launch our WOW walk to school
initiative. We are looking forward to walking
to school.

@kt_france
Me and my @CHYMLeics friends
#DoTheMoose in celebration of
#BackToSchool and September’s Canadian
themed WOW badge. @livingstreets

@KathiElizabeth
Lovely words from @GeorgeMonbiot
about one of my many wonderful @livingstreets
colleagues. WOW is part of a series of
measures. WOW is part of a series of measures
helping more children #walktoschool

@katieshephard
#iwalktoschool during International
Walk to School month (& every other month
of the year!) and love it! @livingstreets

20mph Bristol
With Avon and Somerset Constabularly
and Living Streets at May Park Primary
School

@FriargateCov
Great to see pupils from @SaintOsburgs
walking along Station Square at Friargate
today as part of #walktoschool month
@livingstreets #Coventry

Share your thoughts on all things walking:
@livingstreets
@livingstreets
livingstreetsUK
campaigns@livingstreets.org.uk
020 7377 4900
Living Streets, 4th Floor Universal House, 88-94 Wentworth Street, London, E1 7SA

WALK TO
SCHOOL
WEEK
21-25 May 2018
www.livingstreets.org.uk/wtsw

